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the engineer’s choice for precision tools
For 40 years, Fast Tools have confirmed an unrivalled reputation in the 
provision of tools to the engineering industry.

By continuing to combine technical expertise, advice and efficient supply, 
over and above the clients expectations, we have elevated ourselves 
above many and now operate a 24 hr service on a national level.

As well as offering the largest range of quality products available, we offer 
a technical advice service combined with a rapid 24 hour delivery.

To discuss your requirements and  
for advice on our products and how we 

can service your company,  
please do not hesitate to contact us 

 01452 529 671 
 sales@fasttools.co.uk CONTROL OVER 

YOUR TOOLS
anytime & anywhere

The complete solution for an automated supply chain and  
stock with the SecoPoint Tool Management System by
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about details

In order to be truly competitive in the modern 
marketplace, you need to take control of 
production and stock.  
 
As a Premier Distributor for 

Fast Tools can help you get this competitive 
edge using the SecoPoint Tool Management 
System by Seco Tools.

SecoPoint provides all the means you need 
to optimize your stock, reduce your costs and 
a whole lot more. SecoPoint makes sure that 
your production is never halted due to tool loss 
or low stock levels. This is the market leader for 
point of use systems.

With SecoPoint, you configure the information 
you need, once. After that, just sit back and 
watch the system save you time and money.

The reports will prove that the system truly 
does what it claims. The typical installation 
usually cuts your tool consumption costs by 
between five to ten percent, immediately upon 
installation.

Internet Based 
SecoPoint is internet-based. This means that 
you can have an overview of your data where 
ever you are. 

Intelligent linking with SupplyPort 
The SecoPoint operating system synchronises 
tool consumption and stock holding perfectly. 
SupplyPort can easily be linked up with your 
company software, such as SAP, Oracle, Movex 
and many more. 

Always up-to-date 
Tool transactions are automatically 
synchronised with the stock control software 
and stocks are continually updated. Follow up 
re-stocking orders are generated automatically 
in line with your requirements. Statistics for 
purchasing and controlling are available at any 
time.

Easy access with SupplyLink™ 
Tool dispensing and return control is self-
explanatory and user-friendly, via a touch 
screen. Machine, workpiece, cost centre, 
components or the order are identified 
securely and quickly and allocated to the 
dispensed tool. 

What if one single solution could 
make the difference between average 
and fantastic results, waste and 
control or even loss and profit?

Fast Tools will manage the supply, installation and maintainance of 
the SecoPoint System. Unlike other systems this intelligent vending 
machine can be tailored to offer a combination of products from 
different manufacturers and not just one. 

Order 
 Controlled usage notifications 
 Timely purchase requisitions 
 Automated (re-)ordering 
 Secure monitoring 
 Order transmission as per your requirements via EDI, E-mail, 

fax or your individual ordering software 

Productivity 
 Shorter replenishment lead times on the machine 
 Lower indirect labour costs 
 Reduced consumption 
 No stoppages due to zero stocks 
 More accurate planning processes 

Simplification 
 Dispensing systems with greater flexibility, including the 

individual dispensing of inserts
 Individual storage locations for tools with dimensions from 

18 x 18 x 3 mm to 500 x 270 x 100 mm 
 Simple controlled dispensing and return 
 Simple integration of products from different suppliers 
 Stock take at any time at the push of a button 
 Quick and transparent flow of information 
 Comprehensive statistics on cost centres, consumption, 

dispensing times and much more... 
 Automatic updates, no complicated installing procedures 

required 
 Can be controlled from any location via any Internet 

connection 

Stock control 
 Minimum of 15% savings potential for inventory costs 
 Less space required 
 Low capital tied-up 
 Lower insurance value 
 Lower minimum stocks, higher stock turnover 

Unique worldwide 
system

Save 5 to 10 percent 
immediately on 

installation

Always up-to-date

Intelligent linking 
with you existing 

company software

Reduce consumption

Automated 
re-ordering

 

first choice for engineers
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